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21 Reasons Millennials  
Prefer Microsoft Dynamics
Millennials are quickly taking their place as the driving force in the workplace. In 2020, those born 
between about 1980 and 2000 are expected to comprise half of the workforce and by 2025, 75% of the 
global workforce.1 

Having grown up with technology, millennials view the world through a connected, digital lens. They 
expect technology to simplify tasks and assume instant access to any information they need. So when 
the organization they work for uses outdated systems that make tasks more cumbersome and data 
NRUTXXNGQJ�YTܪ�SI��YMJ^�LJY�KWZXYWFYJI�FSI�J]UQTWJ�SJ\�TUYNTSX�

Millennials know there is a better way to get work done. 

In this white paper, we’ll look at the unique ways that the ERP and CRM functions in Microsoft Dynamics 
help millennials (and the organizations they work for) get work done. From mobile support to industry-
leading collaboration tools, Dynamics is built for the future. Read on to see how you can tap into the 
power of the millennial workforce to ensure the future of your organization. 

1 https://www.inc.com/peter-economy/the-millennial-workplace-of-future-is-almost-here-these-3-things-are-about-to-change-
big-time.html 
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Productivity anywhere
9MJ�IJܪSNYNTS�TK�Ѧ\TWPUQFHJѧ�MFX�UWTKTZSIQ^�HMFSLJI�T[JW�YMJ�UFXY�IJHFIJ��4S�YMJ�LT�JRUQT^JJX�\FSY�
to work when and where they can, staying productive with apps and information they need. Also, your 
customers expect the employees they engage with to be fully connected no matter where they are. 
)^SFRNHX�ZSNܪJX�IFYF�FSI�KZSHYNTSX�YT�FQQT\�J[JW^�\TWPJW�YT�FHMNJ[J�YMJNW�KZQQ�UTYJSYNFQ�FS^\MJWJ��

1. Work/life balance for parents. There is no predicting 
when a child will wake up sick and need to stay home 
KWTR�XHMTTQ��5FWJSYX�FUUWJHNFYJ�YMJܫ�J]NGNQNY^�YT�
work from home—and still be productive—when the 
unexpected happens. Dynamics is fully integrated with 
KFRNQNFW�4KܪHJ�YTTQX�QNPJ�4ZYQTTP��<TWI��FSI�*]HJQ��XT�
working from home is no less productive than being in 
YMJ�TKܪHJ. 

2. Access to current data anywhere.�<MJS�YMJ^�RJJY�\NYM�
a customer over coffee, and the customer asks how 
many items they ordered last time, millennials expect to 
QTTP��ZU�YMJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�NSXYFSYQ^�TS�YMJNW�UMTSJ���<NYM�
Dynamics, your sales reps can look up previous orders, 
HTSܪWR�NS[JSYTW^�XYFYZX�GJKTWJ�HTRRNYYNSL�YT�IJQN[JW^��
and place the order, all from their mobile device.
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3. Productive travel time. For seasoned 
travelers, time at the airport is time to 
HFYHM�ZU��<NYM�HJSYWFQN_JI�FHHJXX�YT�XFQJX��
projects, marketing and more, traveling 
employees can stay engaged no matter 
where they are. A consistent and secure 
experience on a desktop, laptop, tablet, or 
phone allows traveling workers to complete 
FQQ�TK�YMJNW�YFXPX�JKܪHNJSYQ^�XT�YMJ^�HFS�XUJSI�
RTWJ�YNRJ�GZNQINSL�UWTܪYFGQJ�WJQFYNTSXMNUX�
with clients and more time at home with 
their families.

“Millennials love the mobile-
friendly capabilities Dynamics 
365 offers them. In the busy 
world we live in, the need to easily 
connect to Dynamics 365 from 
phones and tablets, while still 
enjoying an easy, intuitive user 
experience, is critical.”

—Alex Quinn, Marketing Manager, 
BroadPoint
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Integration and automation
Millennials are accustomed to using personalized applications to simplify every aspect of their lives. 
From shopping to banking, when they need to get something done, they click on an app. Employees 
get very frustrated when they have to work through cumbersome processes that require switching 
back and forth between multiple business applications, email, and document storage. Dynamics brings 
YTLJYMJWܪ�SFSHNFQX��XFQJX��XJW[NHJ��FSI�TUJWFYNTSX�YT�HWJFYJ�F�ZSNܪJI�UQFYKTWR�KTW�\TWPJWX��&SI�F�YMWN[NSL�
marketplace of connecting applications, AppSource, extends the personalized experience.
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4. Single source of action. Dynamics surfaces 
business tasks like requests for quotes or invoices 
\NYMNS�4ZYQTTP��FQQT\NSL�\TWPJWX�YT�YFPJ�NRRJINFYJ�
action without leaving their inbox. The cross-
function with other Microsoft products, including 
9JFRX��8MFWJ5TNSY��FSI�4KܪHJ������JYH��XZUUTWYX�
JKܪHNJSY�\TWP�NS�UWTLWFRX�YMFY�UJTUQJ�FWJ�
comfortable using. 

5. Breaking down barriers in the organization. 
Centralized data management allows departments 
FSI�GZXNSJXX�ZSNYX�YT�\TWP�FX�TSJ��)FYFܫ�T\NSL�
in, through and out of your business enables 
everyone in the organization—from sales and 
marketing teams to production and service 
groups—to work with one version of the truth. 

“Microsoft Dynamics takes the 
suite of technology products 
to a new level. It gives users 
the ability to have access 
and control their data and 
technologies in order to be 
productive. I highly recommend 
Dynamics for any company that 
is wanting to grow and thrive.”

Kimia Moini, Marketing Automation 
Manager, Arbela Technologies 
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Integration and automation 
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6. Providing service with pride. As millennials seek 
meaning in their work, they want to provide great 
service to the customers, patients, and clients 
they interact with. Through connected customer 
WJQFYNTSXMNU�RFSFLJRJSY�FSI�GFHP�TKܪHJ�
processes, customer-facing employees have 
complete information—like order history, schedules, 
and inventory—so they can answer questions with 
HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�UWT[NIJ�UJWXTSFQN_JI�XJW[NHJ��

7. <TWPܫT\X�YT�XNRUQNK^�\TWP��Today’s workers expect 
tedious manual processes to be automated so 
they can focus on more important work. Through 
automated processes, Dynamics manages the most 
common tasks, such as creating invoices, purchase 
TWIJWX��FSI�UWTIZHYNTS�XHMJIZQJX��<TWPܫT\X�
FZYTRFYJ�JRFNQ�STYNܪHFYNTSX�YT�PJJU�TWIJWX�RT[NSL  
through departments, ensuring prompt approvals, 
and keeping projects on track.

“Targeting Microsoft Dynamics 
and its ease of use will attract 
millennials in a way that saves 

them time, eliminates frustration 
and provides a streamlined suite 

of applications to do the heavy 
lifting for them.  In addition to 
the desktop versions of these 

applications, they are also 
available via mobile, keeping 

Dynamics 365 with you wherever 
you go.”

AKA Enterprise Solutions  

“Millennials generally prefer to be in control, they 
like self-service solutions over assisted service. 
MS Dynamics gives millennials the power to 
resolve their own problems and get their own 
answers. They can log in to see time cards, 
vacation time, and other personal information.”

George Mackiewicz, President, CAL Business Solutions
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Data mastery
2NQQJSSNFQX�MF[J�F�INKKJWJSY�UJWXUJHYN[J�KWTR�UWJ[NTZX�LJSJWFYNTSX�TS�ѦKTQQT\NSL�^TZW�NSXYNSHYXѧ�
FSI�RFPNSL�ѦLZY�IJHNXNTSX�ѧ�9MJ^�\FSY�IFYF��WJQJ[FSY�FSI�KTHZXJI��YT�UWT[NIJ�Fܪ�WR�KTZSIFYNTS�
for decisions. Human interpretation is still critical to good decision making but it should be 
supported by rich decision-driving data.

The Common Data Model underlying Dynamics provides the foundation to centralize data and 
deliver consistent information across the organization. Robust visualizations bring focus and 
perspective to provide the context and relevance that supports informed decisions.

8. Instant answers. Finding the answer to most any 
question today is just a simple search away. The 
connected data of Dynamics provides instant visibility 
into the relevant information each employee needs. No 
matter where they are working, employees can have a 
ZSNܪJI�[NJ\�TK�YMJܪ�SFSHNFQ�FSI�HZXYTRJW�NSKTWRFYNTS�
to deliver real-time responses to the people they work 
with—both internally and externally.

9. Personalized, interactive data visualization. Power 
BI is Microsoft’s powerful business analytics solution 
and data visualization tool. Power BI delivers real-
time insights from Dynamics to provide deep visibility 
across company-wide operations. Employees can 
easily connect Excel queries, data models, and reports 
to Power BI Dashboards to gather, analyze, publish, 
FSI�XMFWJ�)^SFRNHX�GZXNSJXX�IFYF��(TSܪLZWFGQJ�
dashboards and multidimensional reports help 
employees analyze data to meet their own needs and 
share information clearly and concisely. 

“Using Microsoft Dynamics 
can help you attract and retain 

millennials by streamlining 
processes, incorporating visual 

dashboards which make it easy to 
highlight KPIs and achievements, 

giving employees the ability to 
access software from anywhere 

at any time, and incorporating 
social collaboration with the click 

of a button.”

Bailey Springs, Marketing, InterDyn Artis

“Millennials have grown up with information at 
YMJNWܪ�SLJWYNUX���5T\JW�'.�RFPJX�YMFY�F�WJFQNY^��3T�
RFYYJW�\MJS��\MJWJ�TW�\MFY�IJ[NHJ�5T\JW�'.�HFS�
provide relevant, timely information.” 

Jim Bertler, Principal, Logan Consulting
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Data mastery
In addition to connecting data from accounting, sales, purchasing, inventory, and customer interactions, 
)^SFRNHX�UWT[NIJX�YMJ�LFYJ\F^�KTW�YMJ�SJ]Y�LJSJWFYNTS�TK�IFYF�RFSFLJRJSY�YMWTZLM�FWYNܪHNFQ�
intelligence (AI) and augmented reality.

10. &WYNܪHNFQ�NSYJQQNLJSHJ��<NYM�)^SFRNHX��JRUQT^JJX�
can take advantage of the latest advances in 
Microsoft AI. Machine learning models can reveal 
insights from both structured and unstructured 
IFYF��NSHQZINSL�YJ]Y��FSI�NRFLJX��4ZY�TK�YMJ�GT]�
AI applications in Dynamics can help employees 
LFNS�SJ\�UJWXUJHYN[JX�NSYT�YMJNW�XUJHNܪH�OTGX��
like predicting customer behavior through Sales 
Insights or interpreting social and web interactions 
with Marketing Insights.

11. Mixed reality. 9MJ�JRJWLNSLܪ�JQI�TK�RN]JI�WJFQNY^�
lets employees work with cutting edge technology 
to visualize, collaborate, and learn. Through 
multiple out-of-the-box Dynamics mixed reality 
tools, workers can blend real and virtual worlds 
to produce visualizations, to share, imagine, 
understand, and design in real time.

“Millennials are extremely team-
oriented and thrive off collaborating 
with colleagues. They expect 
answers and solutions instantly to 
any question. Dynamics 365 makes 
collaborating easy, connecting 
people on any device, from 
anywhere. Dynamics 365 enhances 
organizational productivity, team 
collaboration, communication, and 
empowers employees with relevant, 
real-time information.”

+.*1)'488

“The way the software continues to progress makes life easier. 
+WTR�\TWPNSL�NS�YMJ�TKܪHJ��KWTR�MTRJ�TW�TS�YMJ�LT��FQQ�YMJ�
YTTQX�^TZ�SJJI�YT�XZHHJJI�FWJ�WNLMY�FY�^TZWܪ�SLJWYNUX��>TZ�HFS�
view your data in several different ways by using your standard 
WJUTWYX��GZNQINSL�HZXYTR�WJUTWYX�TW�NSYJLWFYNSL�5T\JW'.�\NYM�^TZW�
ERP system to have a visual representation.”

Zac Richards, Dynamics Consultant, T3 Information Systems 
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12. Collaborative selling.�<TWPNSL�\NYM�2NHWTXTKY�
Teams, Dynamics supports a rich coordinated selling 
approach. CRM information including Accounts, 
4UUTWYZSNYNJX��FSI�TYMJW�PJ^�JSYNYNJX�NX�XMFWJI�
to enable strategic conversations. Sharing and 
coauthoring sales documents allows experts from 
across the organization to actively participate in sales 
H^HQJX��<NYMܪ�QJX�XYTWJI�NS�TSJ�HJSYWFQ�QTHFYNTS��YMJ�
entire team has easy, consistent, and secure access 
to the latest documents.

13. Effective project collaboration. Microsoft’s modular, 
multi-channel applications like Dynamics and 
SharePoint allow project members to work together 
on all aspects of projects. Dashboards allow team 
members to monitor budgets, allocate resources, 
and make effective decisions with real-time 
insights. Project-related documents in SharePoint 
enable everyone to do their best work by unifying 
relationships, processes, and data.

14. Mixed reality collaboration. Dynamics is at the 
forefront of the new age of collaboration. Remote 
Assist allows employees a world apart to share a 
real-time view to engage expert input, get hands-on 
training, or share visual experiences.
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Collaboration
Extended social networks have shaped the way millennials share ideas, solve problems, and learn new 
skills. They understand that the organization is stronger through collaboration that crosses departments, 
GZXNSJXX�ZSNYX��FSI�WJLNTSX��<NYM�NSYJLWFYJI�YTTQX�KJFYZWNSL�F�KFRNQNFW�4KܪHJ�����J]UJWNJSHJ��)^SFRNHX�
supports collaboration across the organization—from marketing and sales through production and 
service delivery.

“Having grown up with the 
internet, millennials expect to 

be able to tailor their technology 
YTܪ�Y�YMJNW�J]FHY�ZXJ�HFXJX��

Users can customize forms in 
Dynamics 365 to show only the 
most pertinent information, and 

they can build out workspaces 
that show open tasks and 

relevant data.”

Logan Acton,  
)^SFRNHX�����(TSXZQYFSY��RSM
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Security
Millennials understand the importance of secure data, applications and documents to protect employees 
and customers—as well as ensuring the reputation of the organization. As a leader in global security, 
Microsoft delivers layered security in all applications to allow workers to do their best work anywhere 
\NYM�KZQQ�HTSܪIJSHJ��

15. Security anywhere. Through Dynamics’ layered 
approach, physical and virtual security including 
access control, encryption, and authentication helps 
protect data on all devices. To ensure that workers 
have the information they need to accomplish their 
OTGX��WTQJ�GFXJI�XJHZWNY^�IJܪSJX�FHHJXX�YT�X^XYJR�
data no matter where they are working. 

16. Intelligent security. As the risks to data and 
systems continue to evolve at a frightening pace, 
modern workers expect systems to be protected 
by intelligent security. Microsoft applies advanced 
analytics to compile massive amounts of threat 
intelligence and security data to provide unparalleled 
threat protection and detection. Applying knowledge 
from billions of data points globally, Microsoft 
diagnoses attacks, reverse engineers techniques, 
and applies intelligence to continually improve 
security.

“After numerous data privacy 
scandals, millennials are 
concerned with personal data 
issues and its protection. 
Dynamics 365 provides a robust 
data security model, and add-on 
products ensure data protection 
between D365 and other 
Microsoft apps.”

9MTRFX�'JWSITWKJW��(*4�� 
Connecting Software 

17. Protect customer data. Employees today 
\FSY�YT�GJ�HTSܪIJSY�YMFY�YMJ�IFYF�YMJ^�HTQQJHY�
from customers is secure and fully protected. 
)^SFRNHX�PJJUX�UJWXTSFQ�FSIܪ�SFSHNFQ�
information safe, making it easy to maintain 
customer loyalty and comply with industry 
regulations—preventing the disclosure of 
XJSXNYN[J�NSKTWRFYNTS�XZHM�FXܪ�SFSHNFQ�IFYF��
credit card numbers, social security numbers, or 
health records.
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The future
Millennials understand that the digital revolution can and will transform every aspect of organizational 
operations. Microsoft agrees, weaving leading edge functions—QNPJ�FZYTRFYJI�\TWPܫT\X��XTHNFQ�
JSLFLJRJSYܪ��JQI�XJW[NHJX��HTLSNYN[J�XJW[NHJX��FSI�FWYNܪHNFQ�NSYJQQNLJSHJ—into all of the Dynamics suite of 
modular solutions. Dynamics is central to Microsoft’s vision to enable every organization to realize the full 
GJSJܪY�TK�INLNYFQ�YWFSXKTWRFYNTS�

At the forefront of that transformation are the Dynamics partners, working directly with Microsoft in the 
UWFHYNHFQ�FUUQNHFYNTS�TK�JRJWLNSL�YJHMSTQTL^��<TWPNSL�\NYM�KTW\FWI�YMNSPNSL�HQNJSYX��)^SFRNHX�UFWYSJWX�
work to architect the solutions that will deliver business value. 

18. More to explore.�<NYM�YJS�HTWJ�GZXNSJXX�KZSHYNTS�
modules, from sales through project service 
automation, Dynamics can bring operational 
improvements to every part of the organization. 
Microsoft’s continuing investment in expanding 
FZYTRFYNTS��NSYJLWFYNTS��FSI�FWYNܪHNFQ�NSYJQQNLJSHJ�
provides unlimited opportunities for employees to 
rethink and improve operations. 

19. The promise of AI. &WYNܪHNFQ�.SYJQQNLJSHJ�NX�YMJ�SJ]Y�
KWTSYNJW�TK�IFYF�FUUQNHFYNTSX��<NYM�IFYF�[TQZRJX�
growing beyond the ability of humans to analyze, 
AI promises to help uncover customer preferences, 
NRUWT[J�WJXTZWHJ�RFSFLJRJSY��TUYNRN_J�HFXMܫT\��
and recommend strategic decisions based on 
analytics and predictive insights.

“Microsoft provides constant 
breakthroughs in innovations 
when it comes to technology 

џXZHM�FX�&.�&WYNܪHNFQ�
Intelligence), Omni Channel 

Solutions and much more—and 
we utilize all of that to provide 

solutions that work for our 
clients.”

Rob Trigg, VP Sales and Marketing, 
CRM Dynamics
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20. Re-imagined human resources. Dynamics 
supports a new approach to attracting, hiring, 
onboarding, and retaining talented people. Using 
YMJ�UT\JW�TK�4KܪHJ�����FSI�1NSPJI.S��)^SFRNHX�
creates a more secure, intelligent, and connected 
organization. Managers and employees are 
empowered to track accomplishments, identify 
issues, and take immediate actions to optimize 
results.

21. Unlock potential.�<NYM�Fܫ�J]NGQJ��ZSNܪJI�
operational system, Dynamics gears up 
organizations to take on new opportunities. 
5WJINHYN[Jܪ�SFSHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�NIJSYNܪJX�KZYZWJ�
trends and opportunities while collaboration 
supports the sharing of ideas to address on those 
opportunities. And the regulatory compliance built 
into Dynamics reduces the risks when entering 
new markets.
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The future

“As Microsoft has grown and 
matured so have the millennials 
that have been using different 
Microsoft related tools and 
products from grade school 
through college and now as 
they enter the workforce.  As a 
result of growing up together 
millennials are familiar and 
comfortable with the Microsoft 
brand and can quickly adapt 
to any new features or system 
changes.”

Bobby Haggard, Dynamics Consultant, 
TrinSoft LLC

“I think millennials like Microsoft Dynamics because it does 
the work for them, making their life easier & more productive. 
Automated calculations, reports, analysis and more are making 
the tool ‘cool to use.’ Without much effort and juggling between 
software, you can access easy-to-read results through a visual 
dashboard.”

Roland Chi, Digital Marketing Manager, Technology Management Concepts
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Visit the ERP Software Blog and CRM Software Blog�XNYJX�YTܪ�SI�F�QNXY�TK�J]UJWNJSHJI�
Microsoft Dynamics partners who can help you do a full evaluation of Microsoft Dynamics 
business solutions. These companies focus on educating companies like yours in the ERP/
CRM selection process. For news and advice from the Microsoft partners on the front lines of 
Dynamics implementations and usage, check out the following links: 

 � Visit www.erpsoftwareblog.com to browse articles focused on ERP.

 � Follow our tweets @ERPSoftwareBlog

 � Request a free, instant Microsoft Dynamics ERP Quick Quote with estimated license 
and implementation costs at  
www.erpsoftwareblog.com/quick-quote

 � Visit www.crmsoftwareblog.com to browse articles focused on CRM.

 � Follow our tweets @CRMSoftwareBlog

 � Request a free, instant Microsoft Dynamics CRM Quick Quote with estimated license 
and implementation costs at  
www.crmsoftwareblog.com/quick-quote

.K�^TZ�\TZQI�QNPJ�YTܪ�SI�TZY�RTWJ�FGTZY�2NHWTXTKY�)^SFRNHX�GZXNSJXX�XTQZYNTSX�INWJHYQ^�KWTR�
Microsoft, here are several helpful sites:

 � *]UJWNJSHJ�)^SFRNHX���� has links to community, trial subscriptions, product 
roadmaps and more.

 � )^SFRNHX���� overview site.

 � )^SFRNHX�����'ZXNSJXX�(JSYWFQ overview site. 

For more information about the business analytics and intelligence tools from Microsoft, 
check out these sites:

 � Power BI and Microsoft Power platform overview site.

 � 2NHWTXTKY�)^SFRNHX�����&. overview site.

Next steps and resources
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